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Nonreciprocal non-Hermitian systems provide an unconventional localization mechanism of topological zero
modes via the non-Hermitian skin effect. While fundamental theoretical characterizations of this effect involve
the biorthogonal system of right and left eigenmodes, the recent demonstration of this effect for a zero mode
in a robotic metamaterial (Ghatak et al., arXiv:1907.11619) is based on the direct experimental observation of
the conventional right eigenvectors. Here I show that such nonreciprocal mechanical metamaterials reveal their
underlying biorthogonality in the directly observable response of the system to external excitation. Applied to
the experiment, this nonreciprocal response theory predicts that the zero-mode skin effect coincides with an
extended phase where the system is highly sensitive to physical perturbations, leading to a diverging response in
the limit of a large system.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.013058
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonreciprocal non-Hermitian mechanical metamaterials
are a recent innovation [1,2] that enable the experimental
study of phenomena arising from the interplay of two prin-
cipal notions of broken time-reversal symmetry in conser-
vative and dissipative systems. Nonreciprocal media break
time-reversal symmetry via effective vector potentials, which
translate into striking phenomena such as quantum-Hall-like
effects and optical isolation. These effects are absent in the
dissipative breaking of time-reversal symmetry by scalar gain
and loss, resulting in non-Hermitian physics where resonances
acquire finite lifetimes. Nonreciprocity and non-Hermiticity
are combined when one considers systems with directed gain
or loss mechanisms, allowing them to sustain a finite net flux
imbalance, as originally introduced by Hatano and Nelson
[3]. An only recently recognized striking consequence is the
so-called non-Hermitian skin effect, describing the possibility
to localize states at the edge of the system when the im-
balance is large enough, which requires one to revisit the
well-established bulk boundary correspondence known from
Hermitian systems [4–11].
In a recent ground-breaking experiment, an analogous
relocalization of a topological zero mode from one edge to
the other has been realized in a robotic metamaterial [2].
The experimental observation of this zero-mode skin effect
naturally maps out the spatial response of the system, which
is linked to the right eigenmodes of the system. On the other
hand, the theoretical understanding of the non-Hermitian skin
effect [6] highlights the interplay of right and left eigenmodes,
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which is much more intricate than in reciprocal systems where
both types of eigenmodes are simply related by time-reversal
symmetry. In the nonreciprocal case, theory has to invoke
biorthogonality relations that involve the complete set of
eigenmodes of the system. This leaves the natural question
of physical signatures of this intricate interplay.
As I point out in this paper, the left eigenmodes as well
as the complete biorthogonal interplay both leave clear sig-
natures that can be directly observed in experiments. These
signatures are revealed when one develops the response theory
for nonreciprocal media subjected to physical external excita-
tion, which I here exemplify for a general class of systems
compassing the robotic metamaterials. The left eigenmodes
characterize the strength of the response with respect to the
location of the perturbation, while the right eigenmodes char-
acterize the spatial distribution of the response itself, which
has been in the focus of the experiments. Intriguingly, the
non-Hermitian skin effect of the zero mode then becomes
linked with a phase transition, where the sensitivity of the
system to low-frequency excitations diverges in the limit of
a large system. This extreme sensitivity, which occurs across
the whole skin-effect phase and therefore is independent of
any spectral singularities, is described by the formal analog
of the Petermann factor from quantum-limited noise theory
[12–15] and applies generally to a wide class of nonreciprocal
non-Hermitian media. Thereby, the mathematical topological
phase transition of the non-Hermitian skin effect becomes tied




I develop the nonreciprocal response theory guided by
the robotic metamaterial in Ref. [2], in which N coupled
oscillators d2xdt2 + Mx = 0 are equipped with a feedback force
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FIG. 1. (a) Nonreciprocal coupling configuration in a non-
Hermitian robotic metamaterial, using the unfolding Eq. (1) which
maps the system onto a nonreciprocal Su-Schrieffer-Heeger chain
with a topological zero mode. The full circles represent position
degrees of freedom for rotors equipped with feedback, while the open
circles relate to the resulting torque, which is not directly observed.
This paper develops the nonreciprocal response theory for the rotor
dynamics, which enters a phase of extreme sensitivity when the
zero mode undergoes a relocalization from one edge to the other in
analogy to the non-Hermitian skin effect of bulk states, as shown in
(b) for a = 1, b = 0.73, N = 9, and ε = 0.1 (top), ε = 0.2 (bottom).
(c) Resulting sensitivity phase diagram for finite N = 9 in terms of
the enhancement factor K0, Eq. (14). The white lines enclose the
zero-mode skin-effect region.
so that the dynamical matrix M is asymmetric, M = MT .
This realizes the directed couplings of a nonreciprocal non-
Hermitian system. In the Hermitian limit, the experimental
system represents the Kane-Lubensky model of topological
mechanics [16–18], which heralds a topological zero mode
due to the factorization of M = QQT with an N × (N − 1)-
dimensional matrix Q, specifically chosen to have elements
Qnm = −aδnm + bδn−1,m [19]. The robotic metamaterial re-
tains a modified factorization of the form M = QR, where
the (N − 1) × N matrix R with elements Rnm = −a(1 −
ε)δnm + b(1 + ε)δn,m−1 differs from QT . The parameter ε
quantifies the nonreciprocal couplings and induces strong
non-Hermitian effects due to the two high-order exceptional
points (EPs) at |ε| = 1 ≡ εEP, where all the bulk eigenmodes
collapse onto a single eigenvector. However, no bulk modes
undergo EPs at zero energy and hence do not interfere with
the zero mode, as long as N is odd, which we therefore assume






, H2 = diag(QR, RQ), (1)
the system maps onto the prototypical non-Hermitian variant
of a Su-Schrieffer-Heeger chain with nonreciprocal hoppings
[5,6,20], illustrated in Fig. 1(a).
B. Dynamical zero mode
The dynamical modes of the system follow from the eigen-
value equations
Mun = nun, vnM = nvn, (2)
with right and left eigenvectors un and vn. Because of the
ranks of matrices Q and R, there is always a zero mode with











with normalization constants cR and cL. The right eigenvector
of the zero mode switches its localization position from one
edge to the other at ε1 = a−ba+b and ε2 = a+ba−b = ε−11 , while the
left eigenvector of the zero mode always remains fixed in
this design [Fig. 1(b)]. As we will see, the left mode can
nonetheless directly be probed via the response of the system.
In particular, the sensitivity of the system [Fig. 1(c)] depends
critically on the full biorthogonal interplay between the right
and left modes, so the invariability of the left mode is highly
deceptive.
The main premise of this paper is the expectation that
the response of such nonreciprocal non-Hermitian systems
to external perturbations should be governed by a properly
regularized Green’s function:
ˆG = (ω21 − M )−1. (4)
Using the spectral decomposition M = U ˆ2U−1, the Green’s
function includes the complete spectral information with
eigenvalues n in the diagonal matrix ˆ, as well as the full
biorthogonal structure of eigenmodes with the correspond-
ing right eigenvectors un as the columns of U and the left
eigenvectors vn as the rows of U−1. In the presence of a
zero mode, the Green’s function has a double pole around
ω = 0, complementing the simple poles at the bulk resonance
frequencies—but this will not be the origin of the enhanced
sensitivity, which instead arises from the emphasized role of
mode biorthogonality in the zero-mode skin-effect phase.
III. RESULTS
A. Response theory
To determine the exact role of the Green’s function (4),
let us develop the detailed response theory of nonreciprocal
non-Hermitian mechanical media, where for generality we do
not invoke the factorization of M nor assume the existence
of a zero mode, hence we also do not restrict aspects such
as dimensionality, order, coordination, or range of the cou-
plings. This also anticipates modified designs of nonreciprocal
mechanical media that either change the factorization so that
left eigenvectors also change their localization position or
prevent factorization and remove the zero mode. Furthermore,
for generality, we also allow modes to be complex. Focusing
on these general features of the system response then reveals
the practical role of the right and left eigenvectors and leads
to a characterization of the system in terms of its overall
sensitivity.
Subject to quasiharmonic external driving force with a
fixed force configuration y, the response of the system is
013058-2




x + γ d
dt
x + Mx + y cos(ωt ) = 0, (5)
where we include a velocity-dependent damping term of
strength γ . Considering some arbitrary initial conditions in
the distant past, all finite-frequency components of the initial
conditions will be damped out in the quasistationary response,
but not those of the zero mode as the damping is velocity
dependent. We can remove this residual memory by also con-
sidering a finite width of the driving frequency, corresponding
to a small imaginary part ω ± iη in the advanced and retarded
sectors of the description.
Using the spectral decomposition M = U ˆ2U−1 men-
tioned above, the quasistationary response is then given by










where we set ωˆ = ω1. This corresponds to the time-frequency
Green’s function,






ω2 + iωγ − 2k
)
U−1km , (7)
giving the response at position n for a unit-amplitude exci-
tation at position m. This expression naturally captures the
spectrum as well as the right and left eigenvectors, where,
in particular, the left eigenvectors describe how the response
varies as one changes the location of the external drive.
B. Nonreciprocal power spectra
These features of the system response can be further
quantified using the spatially resolved power spectrum for a
unit-power excitation positioned at m and detected at n,















ω2 − iωγ − ∗2l
, (9)
where we can neglect the interference of the formally counter-
rotating terms at ω = 0 as the power of the excitation has to be
renormalized at this point as well (a unit-power excitation has
amplitude ∝ √2 cos ωt unless ω = 0, where the correspond-
ing amplitude is unity). We also define Pinm (ω) =
∑
n Pnm(ω)
for the collective system response to driving at position m, and
the complementary output spectrum Poutn (ω) =
∑
m Pnm(ω) at
position n for driving across the whole system (note that
both spectra relate to the observed output power). Close to
resonance, where ω ≈ 











FIG. 2. (a) Power amplitudes √Pinm (ω) (left) and √Poutn (ω)
(right) [arb. units] for the nonreciprocal non-Hermitian robotic meta-
material with N = 9 components and parameters a = 1, b = 0.73,
ε = 0.1, in the frequency range |ω|  0.2. The guiding surfaces
are interpolated in the discrete indices n or m. The central ridge
corresponds to the zero mode and maps out the corresponding left
and right eigenvectors, respectively. The secondary ridges arise from
the principal bulk mode, which resides at 1 = 0.121. (b) Same
for ε = 0.2, beyond the critical value ε1 = 0.156 at which the right
eigenvector of the zero mode switches its localization center. The
neighboring bulk mode resides at 1 = 0.095. The results are based
on the regularization Eq. (12) with η = 0.025.







)2 + ω2γ 2 |Un ¯k|
2 (11)
is proportional to the intensity profile of the right eigenvector.
Note that, formally, the regularized results with a finite
damping rate γ are similar to the aforementioned implied
frequency shift ω → ω ± iη in the advanced and retarded
Green’s functions, which translates to the corresponding sec-








((ω − iη)2 − 2k)((ω + iη)2 − 2l ) . (12)
However, the regularizations differ around ω = 0, where the
physical velocity-dependent damping is ineffective. In con-
trast, the regularization Eq. (12) corresponds to a finite width
in the frequency of the driving force itself. In Fig. 2, we
illustrate the response of representative system configurations
in terms of this frequency regularization. Using the values
a = 1 and b = 0.73 from the experiment [2], the zero-mode
skin effect occurs at ε1 = 0.156. The figure clearly shows how
the system response is enhanced at opposite edges for values
on either side of this transition, following the relocalization of
the right eigenmode. In contrast, the sensitivity of the system
follows the invariable profile of the left eigenmode.
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FIG. 3. (a) Petermann factor K0 describing the enhanced sensitivity of the zero mode as a function of the non-Hermiticity parameter ε, for
finite systems with N = 7, 9 and a = 1 and b = 0.73. The skin-effect phase of the zero mode is shaded on the horizontal axis. (b), (c) Simulated
time traces xn(t ) (top) and corresponding empirical power spectrum obtained from Xn() = (2πT )−1
∫ T
0 dt xn(t )e−it (bottom) from a force
F5 = cos ωt + ξ (t ) applied to the central rotor of the system of length N = 9, at slightly off-resonant driving frequency ω = 0.01, stochastic
noise ξ (t ) of variance η = 0.025, and damping γ = 0.5. In (b), ε = 0.1 while in (c) ε = 0.2. Both the quasistationary response as well as the
empirical power spectrum scale with the Petermann factor.
C. Enhanced sensitivity
We now turn to the characterization of the system in terms
of its overall sensitivity, which is captured by the total power
spectrum Ptot (ω) = ∑nm Pnm(ω). Notably, near resonance,
the overall response
Ptot (ω) ≈ K¯k(
ω2 − 2
¯k
)2 + ω2γ 2 (13)
is then weighted by a factor
K
¯k = (U †U )¯k ¯k (U−1U−†)¯k ¯k. (14)
Mathematically, K
¯k  1 represents a condition number quan-
tifying the mode nonorthogonality [22], while physically it
signifies the ensuing enhanced sensitivity of the system to per-
turbations, in analogy to the Petermann factor from quantum-
limited noise theory [12–14], which quantifies excess noise.
The Petermann factor has been studied extensively for recip-
rocal non-Hermitian systems [15,23–25], where U−1 = U T
so it can be calculated using only the right eigenvectors. In
the present nonreciprocal case, however, we encounter a sit-
uation where this enhanced sensitivity involves the complete
biorthogonal interplay of right and left eigenvectors.
Applying these results to the experimental setting, we
first observe that the zero mode can have a strikingly large
Petermann factor, despite its symmetry protection that dis-
tinguishes it from all other modes. The known mode profiles





n=1(a(1 − ε)/b(1 + ε))2n
]
[∑N
n=1(a2(1 − ε)/b2(1 + ε))n
]2 , (15)
which is large in the zero-mode skin-effect phase ε1 < ε < ε2.
The situation for finite N = 7, 9 is illustrated in Fig. 3(a),
which verifies that the Peterman factor rapidly increases when
entering the phase with ε > ε1, and again drops down leaving
the phase at ε > ε2. Equipped with the skin effect, the zero
mode can therefore react strongly to physical excitations,
increasing its visibility in the experiments. This is further
illustrated in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), which show that the scaling
of the sensitivity with K0 can be determined even under
slightly off-resonant, noisy driving with damping, from a
single finite trace of the dynamics—both from the amplitude
of the response as well as from the empirical power spectrum.
D. Response phase transition
Notably, in the limit of a large system N → ∞, the Peter-
mann factor remains finite only outside the skin-effect phase,
where
KN→∞0 =
[a2(1 − ε) − b2(1 + ε)]2
[a2 − b2][a2(1 − ε)2 − b2(1 + ε)2] , (16)
while K0 diverges exponentially with increasing system size
in the range ε1 < ε < ε2. This fully reveals the advertised
transition to a phase of highly sensitive response, which is
intimately tied to the non-Hermitian skin effect of the zero
mode. This correspondence emerges quickly across the whole
parameter space already for moderate system sizes, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1(c).
Note that in common non-Hermitian settings, diverging
sensitivities can occur via EPs [26], i.e., spectral singu-
larities at fine-tuned parameters in which eigenmodes col-
lapse and the system becomes defective. The sensitive re-
sponse phase identified here, however, is not tied to this
mechanism. In particular, whilst being very large for a fi-
nite system across the whole skin-effect phase, the sen-
sitivity of the zero mode does not peak at the high-
order bulk EP εEP = 1, which strongly affects all the other
modes according to Kn =0 ∼ [(εEP − ε)/2)]1−N/N2 for ε →
εEP [27]. Furthermore, the transition occurs while the com-
plete resonance spectrum remains real, hence does not re-
semble, e.g., the spontaneous breaking of non-Hermitian
symmetries as observed in parity-time (PT)-symmetric
systems [28].
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, probing the dynamical response of non-
Hermitian nonreciprocal metamaterials gives directly observ-
able insights into the right and left eigenmodes, while the
overall sensitivity of the system is governed by the full
biorthogonal interplay between both sets of modes. As we
demonstrated for the example of a recently realized robotic
metamaterial, the non-Hermitian skin effect changing the
localization position of a zero mode directly correlates with
a phase transition in which the medium becomes critically
sensitive to perturbations. These observations may be useful
for sensing applications, which in contrast to earlier propos-
als invoking non-Hermiticity [26,29] would not rely on the
closeness to an EP and hence do not require the fine-tuning of
parameters.
The general expressions of nonreciprocal non-Hermitian
response theory apply to linear systems with arbitrary dynam-
ical matrix M, which can model linear systems of different
dimensionality, coordination number, or range and disorder in
the couplings, and also serve as the starting point to derive
continuum descriptions from microscopic models. Given the
typical structures encountered for the right and left zero
modes in the prototypical models studied so far, we expect
this phase transition to be a general feature of nonreciprocal
systems exhibiting a corresponding non-Hermitian skin ef-
fect, and possibly also extend to the skin effect of nonzero
modes, as well as to recent nonreciprocal and reciprocal
variants of non-Hermitian topoelectric circuits [30,31]. From
a more fundamental perspective, the extreme sensitivity in the
non-Hermitian skin-effect phase outlines a practical limitation
to stabilize non-Hermitian phases, in analogy to what has
transpired, e.g., for PT-symmetric systems based on their
sensitivity to quantum fluctuations [32,33].
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